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Abstract
How have broad patterns of violence and war changed from the dawn of humanity 
up to present time? In answering this question, researchers have typically framed 
their arguments and evidence in terms of the polarized debate between Hobbes (or 
hawks) and Rousseau (or doves). This article moves beyond the stalemated debate 
and integrates the most robust existing theoretical developments and empirical find-
ings that have emerged from various disciplines over the past 20 years– primarily 
sociology, political science, anthropology, and archaeology– to answer the question. 
Drawing on carefully curated violent lethality data for pre historically appropriate 
hunter-gatherers, as well as historical pre-state and state societies, it shows that 
simple narratives of violence and war decreasing through history from ostensibly 
high levels in the human state of nature, on the one hand, and the obverse insistence 
that the once mostly peaceful communities became highly belligerent with the tran-
sition to modernity, on the other, are both wrong. Instead, multiple lines of existing 
evidence and theoretical perspectives suggest a complex, non-linear, Kuznets-style 
relationship between violence and the passage of history.

Keywords Prehistory of violence and war · History of violence and war · Long 
peace · New peace

Introduction

There is no one single simple theoretical prediction in the fields of sociology and 
political science as to how the dynamic of interactions between societies has played 
out, or will play out, over the course of human history. Certain old grand paradigms 
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in international relations, such as realism, clearly point in one direction: between 
societies, there has always been and always will be anarchy, which in turn means that 
conflict, disorder, and war are ineradicable features of intersocial life (Waltz, 1979; 
Mearsheimer, 2001). As Rosenberg (1994: 34) has characterized it from a critical 
perspective, realism as ‘a rigorously interstate theory of international politics pushes 
this conception of anarchy to the fore, and blocks consideration of how much inter-
state behaviour is determined by– and is concerned with managing– other, domestic 
political processes.’ Relations between societies are determined by intersocial char-
acteristics, and according to realism, these are a constant– the constant of anarchy 
and consequent conflict.

According to other paradigms, mostly emerging out of sociology but also political 
science, such as liberalism (Russett & Oneal, 2001), constructivism (Wendt, 1992), 
feminism (True, 2004), and Marxism (Rosenberg, 1994; Teschke, 2009), there is 
much more room for heterogeneity when it comes to intersocial relations. That is so 
because on these latter accounts, interactions between societies are largely determined 
by what is going on within, not exclusively or even predominantly between, societ-
ies. And given that social contents– social structures, contexts, and ideas– have sig-
nificantly changed throughout history, we should– in contrast to realism– not expect 
constancy in intersocial relations nor that one singular suprasocial variable, such as 
anarchy, is correctly predictive of the nature and dynamic of intersocial relations.

Surveying the whole field, Walt (1998: 30) offered the following succinct sum-
mary of the controversy in an oft-cited review paper,

The study of international affairs is best understood as a protracted competi-
tion between the realist, liberal, and radical traditions. Realism emphasizes the 
enduring propensity for conflict between states [due to the perennial fact of 
intersocietal anarchy]; liberalism identifies several ways to mitigate these con-
flictive tendencies [due mostly to changes in intrasocial, domestic structures]; 
and the radical tradition describes how the entire system of state relations might 
be transformed [again, due mostly to the potential for radical future changes 
in intrasocial, domestic structures through, for instance, social or ideational 
revolution].

Mostly within the broad ambit of the more society-centred theoretical paradigms 
for explaining intersocietal relations, two related debates have been ongoing for 
centuries in the scholarly community, reigniting once again especially over the past 
two decades. First, there is the perennial question of the nature and state of vio-
lence, peace, and especially war in human prehistory. Was life in the human state of 
nature– before the emergence of agriculture and state-societies– brutish and warlike 
as Thomas Hobbes exclaimed and contemporaries like Pinker (2011) and Gat (2006) 
echo? Was it much more peaceful, as at least some renderings of the political thought 
of Jean-Jacques Rousseau would intimate (for an overview of varieties of ‘Rous-
seauism’ see Gat, 2015)? Or was it something in-between these two extremes (on 
this, see Boehm (2001) and the edited volume by Fry, 2013)?

Second, a different fundamental question has to do with how peace and war have 
evolved after prehistory, that is, since the emergence of settled life, agriculture and 
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centralized states. Hobbes and Rousseau again prove evocative, the former sug-
gesting that the potential for peace had thereby increased, while the latter argues 
state-societies to be less amenable to peace and be more propitious towards violence. 
Furthermore, how has industrial modernity complicated any simple narrative of the 
historical transformation of violence and war? Are modern societies less or more 
violent in comparison to all that came before them?

Even just a brief perusal of notable recent works relating to both questions suffices 
to demonstrate the disarray and the absence of a consensus in the popular and schol-
arly literature. On one side, Pinker (2011, 2018), Gat (2013, 2015, 2017) and Mac-
Millan (2020) all claim the evidence quite unambiguously shows that humans and 
their intersocial relations were once– virtually from time immemorial and definitely 
before the emergence of states– violent and warlike, only becoming more (though 
definitely not completely) pacified as millennia have passed. With the spread of com-
merce, capitalism, democracy and international institutions, relative peace flourished 
as well. On the other side, Sapolsky (2017), Bregman (2020) and Dwyer and Micale 
(2021) insist on the opposite, claiming that there is virtually no evidence of the modal 
prehistorical social form, namely nomadic hunter-gatherers (HGs), engaging in war. 
Throughout most of the time since anatomically modern Homo sapiens appeared, 
war had been absent or merely an exotic aberration. Instead, they suggest, historic 
state-societies and modernity have seen much more calamity and bloodshed.

The purpose of the present article is to intervene in these debates, shed new light 
and nuance on the seeming stalemate, help dissolve the polarized terms of the debate 
and push it towards a constructive new synthesis, both theoretically and empirically. 
Relying on the latest evidence from anthropology, archaeology, political science, 
and sociology, I argue for the existence of a non-linear overarching relationship 
between violence (and specifically war) and human history. Specifically, there exists 
an inverted U-shaped pattern of human violent lethality (already gestured towards by 
Fry, 2013, who spoke of an n-shaped curve; see more below), characterized by three 
prominent inflection points. There seems to have been a low point in most (though 
not all) of human prehistory, a high point with the complexification of the modal 
prehistorical social form and attendant sedentism, and again a relatively low point 
with the consolidation of historic and especially modern state societies. In econom-
ics, this inverted U-shaped pattern is known as the Kuznets curve (see, for example, 
Acemoglu & Robinson, 2002), originally meant as depicting the inverted U-shaped 
relationship between economic development and income inequality.

The article is structured as follows. In the first section, I summarize the existing 
contemporary disagreement about violence and war in prehistory. I suggest how the 
disagreement can (at least partially) be resolved and what part of the debate legiti-
mately remains open to question and further research. In the second section, I lay out 
the broad case for inverted U-shaped historical pattern of violence. In doing so, I also 
present and compare several widely used sets of data on violent lethality– one char-
acterizing various pre-state societies, one containing only pre historically appropriate 
hunter-gatherers (HGs), and another accounting for (early-modern and modern) state 
societies– that go significantly beyond the more narrow and thus inferentially limited 
samples used by, for example, Gat (2006) or Pinker (2011). In the third section, I 
focus specifically on the modern period and ask whether the additional, ostensibly 
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unprecedented decline in violence and war since the mid-twentieth century (called 
the ‘long peace’) is real. The fourth and final section then examines the theoreti-
cal and empirical case for and against the argument (again famously exemplified by 
Pinker and other decline-of-war proponents) that the long and new peace are robust, 
structurally rooted trends and not merely happenstance occurrences that will soon 
end.

The existing disagreement about violence and war in human 
prehistory, and how to move beyond it

In his state-of-the-art literature review a decade ago, Gat (2013) suggested that three 
fundamental clusters of claims regarding violence and war in prehistory constitute an 
emerging consensus. These claims are reported in Table 1.

Gat (2013) presented this as an emerging consensus, but in fact many of these 
claims are moderately to strongly disputed if a broader view of the literature is taken 
(see Rutar, 2023). Table 2 reports contrary views.

Table 1 Findings in Gat’s (2013) state-of-the-art review of the scientific literature on pre-historical vio-
lence and war
(1) Chronology Violence and war were already present in pre-state societies both before as 

well as after the Neolithic revolution. More specifically, we can infer that vio-
lence, and even war, had been occurring throughout the pre-Neolithic period 
in the Upper and Middle Palaeolithic (between 200,000 and 10,000 years ago) 
with ubiquity (Keeley, 1996; Gat, 2006, 2015; Bowles, 2009; Pinker, 2011).

(2) Frequency and 
mortality

Pre-state societies have a higher frequency of warring and a larger violent 
mortality rate, on average, than historic and especially modern state societies 
(Ember and Ember 1997; Wrangham et al., 2006; Pinker, 2011).

(3) Evidentiary sources 
and methods

Both archaeological and ethnographic evidence is ostensibly clear on this 
(Bowles, 2009; Pinker, 2011; Gat, 2015).

Table 2 Findings of Gat’s and Pinker’s anthropological and archaeological critics
(1’) Chronology Human interpersonal violence indeed has a long chronology, occurring even be-

fore the Neolithic with some frequency (Fry, 2013; Fry & Söderberg, 2013); war, 
however, is either impossible this early (if narrowly defined to resemble largescale 
organized violence) or else (if broadly defined as including smaller-scale coali-
tionary killing) is quite rare, even potentially non-existent, in most instances of the 
modal type of human communities before the Neolithic, that is nomadic HGs (Fry, 
2013; Fry & Söderberg, 2013; Ferguson, 2013b).

(2’) Frequency and 
mortality

Inegalitarian, semi-sedentary, and sedentary pre-state societies are indeed highly 
bellicose, but this is irrelevant for assessing whether either the frequency of war 
or war mortality has gone down throughout history since the pre-Neolithic period 
(Fry & Söderberg, 2013; Lee, 2018).

(3’) Eviden-
tiary sources and 
methods

Archaeological data have been misused when arguing for a (on average) positive 
and even high frequency and lethality of war in prehistory (Ferguson, 2013a; Haas 
& Piscitelli, 2013). Moreover, an important part of the ethnographic evidence used 
to draw inferences about prehistoric human societies is tainted, for example, by 
modern colonial pressures (Haas & Piscitelli, 2013), or is cherry-picked, or simply 
irrelevant to determining whether (and how much) nomadic HGs, as distinct from 
more complex foragers and tribal societies, fought in prehistory (Fry, 2007).
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Can we move beyond the two seemingly completely polarized sides of the debate? 
As I argue below, a constructive synthesis is both needed and possible.

Note, first, that some key claims on both sides are, in fact, already mutually com-
patible. To take one important example, the claim that pre-state societies were famil-
iar with war and were, on average, very violent is in principle compatible with the 
claim that the modal pre-state society, that is, nomadic HGs, which represents the 
broad sweep of human prehistory from roughly 200,000 BC to 10,000 BC, rarely 
engaged in war and did not suffer high casualties. The claims are compatible because 
the first groups together all different types of pre-state societies, such as nomadic 
HGs, semi-sedentary and sedentary, complex HGs and horticultural tribes, while the 
other focuses only on one, nomadic type. To take another example, there is broad 
agreement in the literature that pre-state societies in general, and nomadic HGs in 
particular, experienced relatively frequent interpersonal violence (Fry, 2013; Gat, 
2015; Lee, 2018). Thus, if one collapses the distinction between interpersonal vio-
lence– namely, murder– and intergroup violence– namely, warfare– one can say that 
violence was present and relatively high in human prehistory.

Second, I suggest that where claims do indeed clash, we can and should exam-
ine the methodology, definitions, and theoretical approaches behind the conflicting 
evidence and decide to make our inferences only on the best available evidence. 
Rutar (2023) has shown that, when it comes to inferring the presence and lethality 
of war (not just interpersonal violence) over the long stretch of human prehistory 
(not just in the several millennia before the emergence of state societies), so-called 
Hobbesians seem to be farther from the truth. Relying on systematic sampling meth-
ods, instead of selective choosing and picking, and first-best, instead of second-best, 
ethnographic sources, both anthropological and archaeological research points more 
towards war being a minority affair (or even absent), depending on whether we use a 
broad or a narrow definition (see Table 2). Examinations of the whole archaeological 
record reveal, with only a few exceptions, a profound absence of intergroup conflict 
(Ferguson, 2013b; Haas & Piscitelli, 2013). Likewise, anthropological examinations 
of contemporary nomadic HGs show warfare to be practised only in a minority of 
groups and being comparatively much less lethal than in complex pre-state societies 
(Fry, 2007; Fry & Söderberg, 2013). The documented level of overall lethal violence 
among (prehistorical) nomadic HGs is in line with the human phylogenetic rate of 
violence (namely, 2% of all deaths), with the rate being exceeded only in later com-
plex pre-state societies (Gómez et al., 2016), which makes sense due to radically 
changing environments and selection pressures. Lastly, both anthropological and 
archaeological analyses of societies and sites from across the world largely demon-
strate that war had significantly increased when nomadic HGs started becoming more 
sedentary, complex, hierarchical and populationally dense (Fry et al. 2020), which 
should again be theoretically interpreted in light of drastic ecological shifts.

There are, however, two potential complications to this attempt at synthesis; two 
complications that have not yet been resolved. First, Gat (2015) rightly empha-
sizes the importance of anthropological and archaeological evidence coming out of 
Aboriginal Australia, which he calls a pristine ‘laboratory.’ Before being colonized 
by the British in the 18th century, but millennia after state societies had already 
started emerging elsewhere in the world, Australian bands and tribes ostensibly held 
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on to their pristine, nomadic social organization, and were not tainted by the pres-
ence of social complexity, agriculture, or states. Evidence shows, Gat (2015) argues 
(although this is disputed by Fry, 2007), that Aboriginal Australia was quite violent 
and warring over this period. If this is true, then the conclusion from the preceding 
paragraph becomes less firm. Additional research tied specifically to this issue is 
needed to arrive at more reliable conclusions.

Second, one could potentially doubt the typically unquestioned premise that, 
before 10,000 BC, most human societies were simple nomadic HG societies (Singh & 
Glowacki, 2022; Graeber and Wengrow 2021). If this premise turns out to be wrong, 
then we cannot necessarily rely on the infrequency of war among either contempo-
rary or prehistoric nomadic HGs to argue that in the modal human society between 
200,000 BC and 10,000 BC, war was likely absent and violent lethality relatively 
low. Perhaps nomadic HGs were not the modal prehistorical society. Given exist-
ing evidence, this seems unlikely, though Singh and Glowacki (2022) have recently 
argued that, according to their ethnographic re-evaluation specifically tailored to the 
issue of pre historical living, ‘non-agricultural peoples often live in groups that are 
more sedentary, unequal, large, [and] politically stratified.’ (Ibid., 418; emphasis 
added) Their ‘diverse histories’ model of course acknowledges ‘that some humans 
lived in societies similar to recent mobile, egalitarian foragers but posits that these 
represented one of many social outcomes’ in pre history (Ibid., 426). They conclude 
that complex foragers might have ‘plausibly represented a considerable proportion 
of total human population,’ during the Late Pleistocene, though even they do not 
suggest this ‘considerable proportion’ to have approached either the majority or the 
mode (Ibid.). In any case, currently, this modified view does not yet enjoy widespread 
consensus (Fry et al., 2020, 303). Nevertheless, more research is clearly needed as 
indicated by the provocative new agenda outlined by Singh and Glowacki (2022).

The decline of violence and war from pre-state to (modern) state 
societies

Can we put a precise number on how violence– and specifically violence related to 
war– has evolved through time, as Pinker (2011), Bowles (2009), and several other 
researchers suggest? We cannot. There are, however, rough proxies and estimates that 
can be used. Two types of measures that are comparable over time can be used, albeit 
with strong caveats and uncertainties as discussed below.

A note on data and the reliability of sources

Before turning to the data, a longer methodological note is in order. The data referred 
to below, and used to calculate levels and differences at different forms of social 
organization and/or time, are sparse and rough given the scope of the question. As 
has been said above, we simply cannot answer the question with a high degree of 
certainty and a precise number. To pretend otherwise, as has sometimes been the 
case, is foolhardy.
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Therefore, my use, recalculation, and plotting of ethnographic violent-morality 
data (per 100,000) below proceeds with the recognition and description of such (sig-
nificant) uncertainty. Moreover, more than establishing a firm numerical value, my 
use of the data and calculations primarily have a somewhat different, but still crucial, 
intention. I strive to show, using the data used and offered by both sides of the debate, 
that certain important nuances or interpretations have previously been missed and 
that, at least with respect to some dimensions of the debate, a higher level of agree-
ment than noted in the literature is possible. My aim should thus be seen as foremost 
an attempt at mediating between the two sides on the basis of internal criteria pro-
vided by the two sides, namely, the limited ethnographic data that is nonetheless used 
by them. For instance, Hames (2019), representing the more Hobbesian approach, 
has recently used Roser’s (2013) dataset (which I rely on below), calling it ‘a very 
comprehensive online lethal violence data base’. On the other hand, the more Rous-
seauean scholars, such as Fry (2013), have drawn attention to Kelly’s (2013) dataset, 
which I likewise rely on below. External validity is thus not guaranteed, but inter-
nally, I claim that further dialogue can nevertheless be established on the basis of 
these datasets. Finally, the reason I employ the two datasets just mentioned is simply 
due to scarcity of ethnographic reports that allow for easily comparable estimates of 
violent mortality specifically per 100,000 people. As Hames (2019) recently charac-
terized the problem, ‘raw counts of lethal events without controls for population size 
or time frame… make the results difficult to interpret’.

However, the comparisons that follow below are not completely limited to just 
resolving internal disputes. Given that a comprehensive study using a much larger 
archaeological dataset for almost 600 human populations sourced from 249 indi-
vidual scholarly studies, theses, and statistical yearbooks has recently been published 
(Gómez et al., 2016), there is potentially more that can be said for the external valid-
ity of the overall quantitative mortality trend (if not individual estimates). Noting 
again the fundamental methodological issues, authors of the Gómez et al. (2016) 
study do report that even their comprehensive data ‘must be interpreted cautiously, 
because there was extensive intra-period variation in lethal violence.’ (Ibid., 235) 
Moreover, they note that the ‘level of lethal violence inferred from skeletal remains 
could be underestimated because many deadly injuries do not damage the bones.’ 
(Ibid.) Additionally, ‘the presence of battlefields may artificially overestimate the 
level of lethal violence.’ (Ibid.)

Nevertheless, they find these biases are not likely to be influencing their overall 
conclusions. First, ‘no underestimation was detected for the periods in which both 
skeletal remains and statistical yearbooks are available.’ (Ibid.) Second, ‘the periods 
with highest level of lethal violence were not those with more organized intergroup 
conflicts.’ (Ibid.) In sum, they conclude that ‘the temporal pattern in the level of lethal 
violence seems to hold even after considering these potential biases.’ (Ibid.) What is 
this ‘clear temporal pattern’ (Ibid.) that has emerged from their study? The study has 
established, even after accounting for potential biases stemming from methodologi-
cal and sourcing issues, an overall violent-mortality trend akin to the one proposed in 
the present paper (and uncovered on the basis of more limited and thus less reliable 
sources used in plotting Fig. 1, based on the existing terms of the debate). In other 
words, both the limited data I use (which measure violent mortality per 100,000 
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people) and the much more extensive dataset used by Gómez et al. (2016), which 
measures violent mortality as a percentage of a given population, evince broadly the 
same overall inverted U-shaped trend.

This is further buttressed through novel findings by Halstead and Thomson (2022), 
who performed additional methodological improvements on the Gómez et al.’s 
(2016) large dataset, compensating for the unreliability of data from the Palaeolithic 
and for general issues of skeletal preservation and archaeological undetectability of 
violent mortality (more on this below).

Findings and interpretations of the data

Using a wide variety of data from almost 600 human populations living between the 
Palaeolithic and today, Gómez et al. (2016) display quantitative estimates of aver-
age rates of human violent lethality (pooling together coalitionary and interpersonal 
violence) across various types of human societies and temporal periods, and compare 
them with violent lethality rates that have been inferred for humans on the basis of 
phylogeny. For the Palaeolithic, they find no difference between the actually recorded 
rate of violent lethality and what one would expect by inferring the rate based on 
phylogeny. Violent lethality rate for the Palaeolithic stands at 2% of all deaths. The 
observed rates for Mesolithic, Neolithic, and Bronze Age are found to be higher than 
the phylogenetic inference, but the difference is not statistically significant. However, 
the observed rates are statistically significantly higher in the Iron and Medieval Age. 
Later, in the Modern and Contemporary Age, the observed rate then plunges sig-
nificantly below the phylogenetically inferred rate, which also means that it is lower 
than in the Palaeolithic. The other comparison Gómez et al. (2016) make is between 

Fig. 1 Average violent death rate per 100,000 (wars, homicides, genocides; state averages include mili-
tary and civilian deaths from conflicts). 
Sources: author’s own calculations based on data from samples in Roser (2013) and Kelly (2013), 
which are widely used in the scholarly literature, and 15-year moving averages from the Conflict 
Catalog by Peter Brecke (1999[2018]). See Appendix for more information on the samples and their 
sources
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societal types, and this is the more important comparison for present purposes. They 
find that both prehistoric bands and tribes have observed rates that are somewhat 
higher than the phylogenetic rate, but not statistically significantly so. Later chief-
doms (a form of complex, settled, but pre-state society) have rates that are higher 
still and which achieve significance. However, observed violent lethality rates for 
historic and contemporary state societies are much lower and again plunge below the 
2% phylogenetically inferred rate. It should be noted here that Gómez et al. (2016) 
follow Service’s (1963; see also Johnson and Earle (2000)) established typology of 
societies that, at the two extremes, distinguishes between bands (‘small, nomadic, 
egalitarian groups of people, usually hunter-gatherers) and states (‘politically orga-
nized complex societies’, usually with distinguishable centralization of power). In 
my later comparisons between pre-state and state societies, I follow their lead when 
defining a state society (namely, highly complex, organized, centralized societies).

Acknowledging the impressive advance this study represents with respect to its 
methodology and comprehensive data, Halstead and Thomson (2022) have repur-
posed the study’s dataset particularly to address the question of comparing pre-agri-
cultural (that is, prehistorical) violence to that arising after the early transition to 
agriculture. In a sample of almost 13,000 pre-agricultural skeletons from the early 
Holocene, they find that 1.7% evince signs of violent mortality (Ibid.). In contrast, 
they find that in a comparable sample of almost 12,000 agricultural skeletons from 
the same time-period, 5.2% show signs of violent mortality (Ibid.), which is slightly 
more than three times as much. Their novel comparison also has the additional ben-
efit of being more reliable than the relatively more typical comparisons based on 
Paleolithic data. As they say, ‘there are approximately 15x more skeletons in the data-
set from this period than from the Paleolithic period’, which alleviates some– though 
far from all– concerns about reliability. (Ibid.) Nevertheless, combining evidence for 
both timeframes into a single, ‘total’ pre-agricultural average rate of mortality due to 
violence, the resulting figure amounts to 1.9% (Ibid.).

Noting that observed archaeological rates of violent mortality are likely skewed 
downwards due to archeologically non-detectable types of lethal violence and skele-
ton-preservation issues, Halstead and Thomson (2022) additionally correct their esti-
mates (based on the dataset in Gómez et al., 2016). Their final adjusted figures for 
pre-agricultural and early-agricultural violent mortality are 3.4% and 9.2%, respec-
tively. Although the rates are notably higher than in their original comparison, the 
roughly 1:3 ratio is preserved.

The second measure we can look at are rates of violent deaths per 100,000 people, 
which come from ethnography, not archaeology. Reliable data are relatively rare, but 
this has so far been a crucial terrain for the contemporary debate on the Hobbesian 
or Rousseauean pattern of violence through history. One aggregate source recently 
relied on by, for instance, Hames (2019) is Roser (2013), which pulls together eth-
nographic data for 29 non-state societies from various sources (see Appendix). This 
aggregate source pools data for nomadic and complex HGs (including equestrian, 
mounted foragers) and even horticultural tribes, which means that it cannot be used 
to make inferences about, or comparisons with, the modal type of prehistoric society. 
Nevertheless, we might be able to use these data to make a rough comparison of vio-
lent lethality between state and non-state societies, without any implication that such 
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a comparison tells us something about prehistory (I tackle the latter issue later on 
in this section). After all, one interesting question about violence is simply whether 
there is more violence in state or non-state societies simpliciter, regardless of whether 
the non-state societies can also act as a stand-in for the modal prehistoric social form.

What does the comparison tell us? On one side, the average rate for non-state 
societies (all different types grouped together) stands at around 500/100,000, or 
488/100,000 to be exact (calculated by relying on data provided in Roser 2013; see 
Appendix for the full list of societies and death rates). On the other side, the 15-year 
moving state-society average rate of global deaths in conflicts between the year 1400 
and 2000 (including military and civilian deaths in wars, genocides and non-state 
conflicts) fluctuated between a low of 1/100,000 and a high of almost 200/100,000 
(Brecke, 1999 [2018]), for a decadal average of 18.8/100,000. A clear difference 
that is in line with the more reliable estimates provided by Gómez et al. (2016). 
Note, however, that the average figure for state societies does not include homicides, 
which means that it is downwardly skewed as a measure of overall violent lethality. 
Between 1425 and 1825, the average homicide rate in Europe was around 13, based 
on the long-term data for Belgium, Netherlands, Spain, Italy, Switzerland, and France 
(see Herre et al., 2013a), and in the 20th century it was around 1–2.

Undoubtedly, there is a reasonable worry that these averages are either too rough 
or simply incomparable due to various methodological issues and so cannot tell us 
anything intelligible. For instance, the rate for non-state societies might include spu-
rious deaths (that are due to, for example, colonists or alcohol), which makes the 
overall rate useless for prehistorical inferences as there were no colonists or alcohol-
ism back then. There is also the possibility that the underlying sample for the average 
is unrepresentative in other respects. Perhaps it is overweighted in the direction of 
complex pre-state societies, or is– due to its small size– simply picking up extraor-
dinary, anomalous cases. Moreover, for some of the societies making up the pre-
state average, only homicide victims are included in the death rate tally while others 
include both homicide and war deaths. This might result in undercounting of violent 
lethality in pre-state societies. For a detailed accounting of some of these concerns 
see Fry (2013) and Kelly (2013).

To address at least some of these concerns, robustness of the original pre-state 
average should be verified. Relying on Kelly’s (2013) sample of 15 nomadic and 
complex foragers– the only other large sample with data for violent death rates per 
100,000, and one featured in a volume edited by Fry himself– I added to the origi-
nal pre-state average the data for ten additional such societies that are missing from 
Roser’s (2013) table of 29 societies (the remaining five of Kelly’s 15 are already in 
Roser’s table). My addition brings Roser’s pre-state average down from 488 to 413. 
Three of the ten added societies (the Hadza, Batek, and Semai) all have very low rates 
in the range of 1–15, and so they are the most significant factor in pulling down the 
average. But because Kelly (2013) reports that the data for the Ache and Hiwi (two 
of the ten additional societies) are spuriously high for our purposes, insofar as they 
contain deaths due to infanticides and suicides, further changes to the average must 
be made. Once we properly discount the Ache and Hiwi data, I calculate the average 
to be 378. Unfortunately, we are also potentially confronted with the obverse prob-
lem, namely undercounting. Kelly (2013) warns that four societies from his sample 
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(Ju/’hoansi, Ache, Agta, and the Inuit) have probably been externally pacified and so 
represent improperly low numbers for purposes of prehistorical inference, but this 
cannot be adjusted for numerically.

Given all of this, the initial estimate of violent lethality standing at 486/100,000 
does not seem that far off, although it is skewed upward. If we adjust it to the lower 
378 bound, or a mean of 438 between the lower and higher bound, this still comes 
out as significantly higher than the 1–175 min-max range, or the average of 18.8, in 
state societies over the past 600 years (the latter figure does not include homicides, 
which on average generated additional 13 death per 100,000 in Europe between 1425 
and 1825).

However, these comparisons have so far been made solely for purposes of distin-
guishing between (proxies of) pre-state societies and state societies. As has already 
been noted above, a more precise comparison, at least as far the changing dynam-
ics of violence between prehistory and early agricultural human history (before 
the emergence of centralized states) are concerned, would have to further differen-
tiate between pre historically appropriate nomadic forager societies and later pre-
state societies which have (at least in part) practiced agriculture. And indeed, this 
turns out to be a crucial distinction. Calculating ethnographic violent lethality per 
100,000 by tallying up only the pre historically appropriate nomadic forager societ-
ies from Kelly’s and Roser’s sample, the rate is brought down significantly to around 
122/100,000. This is still higher than the average rate for contemporary centuries, 
but the difference with how violent other pre-state agricultural societies were should 
be clear (see Fig. 1). Thus, contrary to what Pinker (2011) and Bowles (2009) argue, 
violence or warfare do not appear to have been rife already at the dawn of human-
ity– during prehistory–, having substantially declined only later on. As argued in 
the previous section, throughout most of human prehistory, war was probably only 
a minority affair, and violent lethality in general was not exceedingly high, although 
it was notable. Nevertheless, it is true that both war and general violent lethality 
had drastically increased even before the emergence of centralized state societies (as 
argued by Pinker), namely with the slow transition from nomadic HG to complex 
foraging, horticulturalism, and pre-state agriculture. After that, violent lethality again 
decreased with the consolidation of historic and modern states (Gómez et al., 2016), 
plunging even below the phylogenetically inferred rate for humans.

All of these ethnographic findings and interpretations are in line with the archae-
ological findings of Gómez et al. (2016) and Halstead and Thomson (2022), who 
relied on a different and much bigger sample of populations. First, the ethnographic 
violent mortality rate for pre-historically appropriate foragers that I have calculated– 
122/100,000– is almost four times smaller than the ethnographic proxy for pre-state 
agricultural violence rate of 486/100,000. This is in line with Halstead and Thom-
son’s archaeological comparisons of 1.7%/1.9% pre-agricultural violent-lethality rate 
and the 5.2% agricultural violent-lethality rate during the early Holocene, a differ-
ence of more than three times, or their adjusted rates of 3.4% and 9.2%. Second, 
Halstead and Thomson’s (2022) adjusted archaeological findings, as they express 
them in terms of violent deaths per 100,000 per year by relying on estimated aver-
age population sizes, amount to 103/100,000 based on pre-agricultural skeletons and 
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277/100,000 based on early agricultural skeletons, again roughly conforming to my 
ethnographic figures.

Figure 1 presents the calculated violent lethality averages for the (proxies of) pre-
state societies in the pre-agricultural (or prehistorical) period on the one hand and 
pre-state societies that appeared after the invention of agriculture on the other. It 
also contains the calculated averages for state societies between 1400 and 2000, and 
for the 20th century (for the sourcing, reliability issues, and composition of Peter 
Brecke’s Conflict Catalog see the methodological note in the Appendix).

Thus, it can be argued that the evolution of human violence and war has nei-
ther been a constant increase from zero, or very low levels, in the pre-state human 
period to exceedingly high levels in modernity, nor a constant decrease from exceed-
ingly high levels in deep prehistory to zero or low levels in modernity. Instead, it has 
evinced a much more complex inverted U-shaped pattern. I came to this proposition 
independently, but in some forms it has already appeared in the literature. Perhaps 
most notably, Fry (2013, 15) stated that human violence has a n-shaped temporal 
pattern. As he put it: ‘Contra Pinker, the incidence of warfare and violent mayhem 
over the last 10 millennia actually follows an n-shaped curve, rather than merely the 
steep drop-off in recent times that Pinker highlights.’ His description has it that war 
was ‘simply absent over the vast majority of human existence,’ which is represented 
by the far left side of the n curve (Ibid.). Later, war appeared (along with the prolif-
eration of violence) with ‘population increase,’ ‘the shift from universal foraging to 
settled communities,’ ‘the development of agriculture,’ and ‘the rise of state-level 
civilization,’ which is represented by the ‘rising left side of the letter n in the curve, 
but taking place within the last 10,000 year’ (Ibid.). He does not say when and why 
war and violence then started declining to low levels (the right side of the letter n), 
but ostensibly this happened with the recent advent of modernity.

The exact thesis argued for in the present paper is as follows. Nomadic pre-state 
societies were most likely only rarely warring– as Fry himself has thoroughly estab-
lished in a series of studies (see the review in Rutar, 2023)– although they were 
definitely no strangers to interpersonal violence. But other pre-state and even some 
pre-agricultural societies engaged in warfare more frequently and experienced higher 
overall violent lethality. State societies, especially modern ones, are also no strang-
ers to war, but– as shown above– their overall violent lethality is on average much 
lower compared to non-nomadic (and even somewhat lower than in nomadic) pre-
state societies. So, Pinker is wrong about (nomadic) prehistory, but not about pre-
state societies in general. He is also right that modernity has, overall, seemed to be 
comparatively less bellicose. However, this last claim, too, must be further qualified.

Has war, specifically, declined in recent times?

Pinker is correct that the frequency of great-power war specifically has been drop-
ping through the past half-millennium, but especially so in the nineteenth, twentieth 
and twenty-first century (Roser 2016). For the past 70 years there have actually been 
no great-power wars in the world. After World War II, and especially after 1990, even 
(ordinary and major) interstate wars have been infrequent and less lethal, almost van-
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ishing in number at the beginning of the twenty-first century. In these senses, ‘peace 
is more widespread today than at any time in history’ (Fettweis, 2017, 423) These 
most recent trends have been termed the ‘long peace’ and the ‘new peace,’ respec-
tively. (Note, however, that violent death rate has again increased in the past decade 
due to the war in Syria and, most recently, the Russian invasion of Ukraine, but it still 
remains comparable to lethality levels seen in late 1980s and early 1990s.)

On the whole, violent lethality certainly declined over the long haul since the peak 
that came with the complexification of nomadic HGs and the attendant sedentism and 
rising population density. This is beyond dispute (see Fry, 2013). However, neither 
this nor the comparative figures presented above should be taken as implying that 
the decrease in lethal violence has evinced a simple linear downward trend in recent 
historical periods on which, for example, Pinker (2011) focuses. There is significant 
heterogeneity in the overall average across the last six centuries. For instance, the 
global violent death average moves roughly between around one and five throughout 
the fifteenth century and between five and ten in the sixteenth century (Roser 2016). 
It then shoots up to significantly above 100 in the first part of the seventeenth century 
and is brought down to roughly 10–20 in the second part. This wildly swinging pat-
tern repeats in the eighteenth, nineteenth and twentieth centuries, with the average 
finally decreasing from 20 to two between 1950 and 2000, and even significantly 
below two since the year 2000. Over the whole 600-year period, then, there is no 
clear overarching pattern of further lasting decrease in violent death rate from cen-
tury to century. Table 3; Fig. 2 present the min-max range of death rates per 100,000 
people (calculated as 15-year moving averages) for each half-century between 1400 
and 2022. Figure 3 plots the data in 10-year intervals.

Seizing on this point, Mann (2018, 47) argues against Pinker that ‘[w]e have 
seen no long-term decline of war.’ Mann points out, additionally, that though both 
the number and lethality of interstate wars have witnessed a historically significant 
decrease during the long peace, the number of lethal conflicts in the form of civil 
wars has nevertheless been notably increasing throughout the Cold War. Civil war 
has replaced interstate or great-power war, a development which seemingly casts a 
dark shadow over triumphalist claims of declining war. For Mann, the disappearance 
of great-power war, and the infrequency of interstate wars, are dwarfed by the rise in 
civil war so that it cannot even be said that, overall, war has declined or become less 
lethal. If anything, Mann says, the west has become much more peaceful, while the 
Global South has picked up the slack. Finally, Mann adds, ‘even if we accepted that 
this was a seventy-year period of peace, this is too short a space of time on which to 
base a long-term evolutionary process.’ (Mann, 2018, 47).

Mann is correct that, on the whole, the past several centuries have not seen any 
additional lasting decrease in war. He is wrong, however, in disputing the long peace 
specifically. As I already pointed out, the overall number of battle deaths (per 100,000 
people) in civil wars, interstate wars, colonial conflicts, etc., has dropped since 1950 
(and especially since the end of Cold War)– despite the rise in instances of civil war. 
As Roser (2016) puts it, the increase in number of civil wars ‘is predominantly an 
increase of smaller and smaller conflicts’ (see also Torpey, 2018). Still, Mann’s sug-
gestion of regional variability is useful insofar one also considers the plausible causal 
candidates for the long peace and keeps in mind both their possible reduction in the 
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future and their already variable distribution throughout the world. I develop this 
point more fully in the next section.

Is the ‘long peace’ random and transient?

Like Mann, but with more empirical rigour and with a different emphasis, Brau-
moeller (2019) has recently taken Pinker’s decline-of-war thesis to task. Braumoeller 
does not deny the factual basis of the long peace, but he challenges the assertion that 
it constitutes a systematic trend (see also Malešević, 2014). He seeks to statistically 
show, instead, that it is more a random occurrence than a significant shifting-of-gears 
towards peace. As such, Braumoeller suggests, the continuation of the long peace in 
the future is quite unlikely. His argument is that just as the previous decades-long 
periods of unprecedented peace between great powers (and overall decrease in global 
violent death rates), which happened in the first and second part of the 19th century, 
abruptly ended at some point, so too will the current long (or new) peace soon prob-
ably come to an end.

This is a plausible counterargument, and Braumoeller (2019) marshals significant 
methodological and statistical evidence in favour of it. However, Braumoeller’s chal-
lenge to Pinker’s thesis has itself recently been challenged. Cunen et al. (2020), for 
instance, provide statistical evidence for Pinker’s decline-of-war thesis and against 
Braumoeller, as do Spagat and Weezel (2020). There is as of yet no firm empirical 
consensus on this particular matter.

There are, however, other suggestive points of evidence that the contemporary 
peace might be systematic and that it could therefore be expected to last for some 
time, at least as long as its structural conditions persist in the future. Over the past 
70 years, but especially in the last three decades, the world has witnessed an unprec-
edented political and economic transformation. Decade after decade, nations have 
been becoming increasingly more economically interdependent in the second part of 
twentieth century, far surpassing the famed late-19th century high level of interde-
pendence already in late 1970s (Ortiz-Ospina et al., 2014). Capitalism started spread-
ing from its initial modest foothold in western Europe to all world regions after World 
War II, and especially after the 1990s. States have thus become much more economi-
cally developed and rich than they were in the past. The share of democracies in the 
world has almost tripled since the early twentieth century peak in mid-1920s, and it 
has increased by more than 6-fold since the mid-1940s through (Herre et al., 2013b). 
The US-led, post-war liberal international order saw a veritable flourishing of inter-
national institutions and multilateral organizations both in the Cold War era and even 
more so after 1989/91. These unprecedented structural transformations, sometimes 
called the ‘Kantian tripod’ or the ‘liberal triad,’ form a set of coherent, mutually rein-
forcing causal mechanisms that are plausible candidate explanations for the ostensi-
bly equally unprecedented long and new peace.

To take just the most clear interrelation, it is both theoretically and empirically 
highly plausible that capitalism and democracy are tightly connected, primarily by 
capitalism unleashing economic development, which in turn makes the emergence 
of democracy more likely, which itself further positively conditions the entrench-
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ment and operation of the capitalist economy (see the recent review on ‘moderniza-
tion theory’ and its empirical evidence in Treisman, 2020; see also Acemoglu and 
Robinson, 2012). Additionally, intensive economic development stemming from the 
emergence of capitalism helps transform some of the former zero-sum relationships 
between people or societies into positive-sum relations (I say more about this below), 

Fig. 3 Global death rate in conflicts (per 100,000), 15-year moving average presented in 10-year incre-
ments. Sources: same as Table 3.

 

Fig. 2 Global military and civilian deaths per 100,000 from conflicts since 1400. Sources: same as 
Table 3.
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which can as a consequence help undergird the emergence of multilateral organiza-
tions emphasizing peaceful, positive-sum relations between nations (Wright, 2000).

In what follows, I first present all three parts of the liberal triad, namely the demo-
cratic peace, capitalist peace, and international-institutions/organizations peace, and 
critically review both theory and evidence supporting them. After that, I turn to a very 
different, competing explanation for the long period of post-war peace which traces it 
back to the system-wide distribution of power and implies that it will likely disappear 
with the coming end of the unipolar moment.

A critical examination of the liberal case for contemporary decline of 
war

Democratic peace theory

It has long been suggested that the spread of democracy through the twentieth cen-
tury is one of the causes underpinning the long peace, at least among Western states 
(the first relatively rigorous account is, interestingly, of sociological provenance and 
appears in Babst 1964). In the 1990s, some scholars became willing to nominate 
the observed statistical relationship between democratic dyads and peace as a rare 
instance of a robust, law-like pattern in political science, but even as the evidence 
mounted (Maoz & Russett, 1993; Maoz, 1997), many remained unconvinced. They 
charged that the correlation was spurious; for example, that it was due to geographic 
distance between democracies, or the clustering of democracies in the West where 
the US pacifier was present, or the economic interdependence between developed, 
democratic states, or simply due to the rarity of democratic states. In the past decade, 
however, many new studies with more breadth and statistical rigour have appeared 
(Dafoe et al., 2013; Choi, 2016; Crescenzi & Kadera 2016; Ray & Dafoe, 2017; 
Gat 2017; Cunen et al., 2020). If the reality of democratic peace was plausibly up in 
the air in 1990s, this is no longer true today. As Reiter (2017) summarizes the cur-
rent consensus in a recent review paper, ‘One of the most indisputable, nontrivial, 
observed patterns in international relations is that democracies almost never fight 
each other.’

Nevertheless, unresolved issues remain. It is not clear what the precise causal 
mechanisms responsible for the dyadic democratic peace are. The ‘democratic-con-
straints’ mechanism is perhaps the most well-known. This mechanism theoretically 
posits a war-averse populace that is both willing and able to electorally constraint 
war-prone political elites in their bellicose endeavours. The mechanism is theoreti-
cally plausible and has some empirical backing both in its electoral and civil society 
versions (Tomz & Weeks, 2013; Hegre et al., 2020).

The ‘credible-signalling’ mechanism looked promising in the 1990s. This mecha-
nism posits that statespersons in democratic societies should be much more capable 
of signalling their might and resolve to an opponent, thus enabling the opponent to be 
surer that the threat of war is real and dangerous, which in turn makes the opponent 
more likely to diplomatically settle with the stronger and more resolved foe without 
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stumbling into a losing war. Theoretically, the mechanism seems impeccable. How-
ever, recent studies tend not to support it (Snyder & Borghard, 2011; Downes, 2012).

Then there is the ‘normative’ mechanism. Theoretically, it presumes political lead-
ers are willing to ignore power-political interests in favour of upholding norms of 
peaceful conflict resolution and general respect for other democracies. They should 
be so dovish, the mechanism postulates, because throughout their lives their person-
alities were profoundly shaped by these very same norms, socialized as they were into 
them. Empirically, however, the normative mechanism bumps up against the dark 
reality of some powerful democracies– the US in particular– engaging in coercive 
and bloody geopolitical interventionism in the twentieth and twenty-first century. 
Namely, there are numerous cases of democracies helping to overthrow democrati-
cally elected foreign governments, supporting dictatorial regimes and aiding or start-
ing invasions without respect for international law, basic human rights, and norms of 
peaceful conflict resolution (Mearsheimer 2018). The normative mechanism is also 
beset by other issues that shed doubt on it (Bakker, 2017).

These mechanistic issues with the democratic peace notwithstanding, the over-
arching correlation is empirically real and it is surprisingly robust to various con-
founding factors, which means that interstate peace between democracies at least 
should persist as long as dyads remain democratic. The most recent robustness check 
finds that ‘the relationship between democracy and peace is at least five times as 
robust as that between smoking and lung cancer. To explain away the democratic 
peace, therefore, scholars would have to find far more powerful confounder than 
those already identified in the literature.’ (Imai & Lo, 2021).

Capitalist peace theory

The spread of capitalist economic development, which accelerated in various parts of 
the world after World War II and across the whole world after 1989/91, has also been 
suggested as a significant– although less important– factor underpinning the long and 
new peace (Gat 2017). There are several distinct channels on offer within the broad 
ambit of capitalist peace theory through which capitalism ostensibly had its pacific 
effect (an early contemporary sociological account is Weede, 1996).

First, there is the ‘declining benefits of war’ mechanism (Lacher, 2006; Teschke, 
2009). This flows from the basic economic institutions of capitalism, which both 
allow and incentivize behaviour that unleashes intensive, post-Malthusian economic 
development. Under capitalism, profit-seeking economic actors are able and moti-
vated to innovate technologically in the production process, which leads to sustained 
increases of labour productivity over time, which in turn generates increases in 
wealth even without any extensive, Malthusian methods of economic growth, such as 
increases in the supply of labour or the expansion of land under cultivation (Brenner, 
2007). This structural difference between the intensive economic growth enabled by 
capitalism and the sole availability of extensive economic growth under pre-capitalist 
systems is crucially important for the prevalence and likelihood of war, imperialism 
and territorial conquest. The latter cluster of violent, costly human interactions is 
much more likely to be pursued in an extensive, Malthusian economy (where other 
methods of growth are simply foreclosed), while it can at least in principle be avoided 
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in an intensive, post-Malthusian world, where the economy can grow without territo-
rial expansion and plunder.

Second, there is the classic ‘interdependence’ mechanism (Weede, 1996). Because 
free (or at least freer) trade is one of the defining features of capitalist societies, the 
spread of capitalism across the world in the twentieth century has also meant the 
spread of (freer) international trade across the world. And as nations trade more and 
more with each other, they also become more economically interdependent. Such 
interdependence should make states, if they are rationally self-interested, more wary 
of starting wars with other states on which they themselves depend for economic 
benefits through trade. By hurting a partner with whom one is intertwined, one also 
inevitably hurts oneself.

Third, a ‘normative’ mechanism has also been proposed. According to it, citi-
zens and political leaders of economically developed, high income countries, who 
are materially secure, are both more tolerant of others and less bellicose towards 
them. Decreasing scarcity should make people shed some of their xenophobic lean-
ings and nationalist tendencies, and make them amenable to accepting universalist 
values which accord all humans autonomy and independence. The particular causal 
chain supporting this mechanism can be framed in a more economistic way, like it is 
in contemporary modernization theory (Inglehart et al., 2015; Treisman, 2020), or it 
could be underpinned by cultural forces, like in Henrich’s (2021) influential recent 
account. The outcome is the same: capitalist economic development should decrease 
bellicosity through the norms that are associated with increasing material prosper-
ity. Mousseau (2013) has even claimed that capitalist, contractualist norms are the 
ultimate cause of democracy and, through it, the ultimate cause of democratic peace. 
According to him, the democratic peace correlation is spurious and disappears when 
one controls for the contractualist norms variable.

Capitalist peace theory does not only predict a decline in interstate wars but also 
a reduction in intrastate conflicts, such as civil wars and coups. The main theoretical 
proposition here is that when, due to capitalist development, a population grows rich, 
there is a point after which the increasing probability of failure in attempting to over-
throw a strong, rich government and the increasing benefits of the mere continuation 
of a stable, rich status quo make civil war and coups irrational.

How well do these theoretical predictions stand up against empirical evidence? 
There is some support for the first mechanism– namely, post-Malthusian economic 
development helps with interstate peace– although it is not completely clear how one 
should go about testing this mechanism as there have been almost no Malthusian 
economies in the world since 1945. Interestingly, there is also a surprising amount of 
at least implicit and general agreement regarding this mechanism among both liberals 
and some contemporary Marxists at the theoretical level (see Lacher, 2006; Brenner, 
2007). The interdependence mechanism has received the most systematic scrutiny, 
and, currently, the findings are mixed. Gartzke and Zhang (2015) have reviewed all 
the extant empirical and formal studies of the relationship between trade and war. 
Of the 25 quantitative empirical studies, 13 find that trade decreases war, 3 that it 
increases it and 9 reveal an indeterminate or no effect. The normative mechanism 
is also partially supported (Dafoe et al., 2013), although the stronger claim that the 
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democratic peace correlation can be reduced to it does not hold up (Ray & Dafoe, 
2017).

Evidence for intrastate capitalist peace is more unequivocal. Between 1945 and 
1999, the bottom fifth of societies (by wealth) have had an almost 10-fold higher 
probability of experiencing civil war in the next 5 years compared to the upper fifth 
of societies (Fearon, 2008, 293), even controlling for various confounds. This finding 
is robust. As an exhaustive literature review puts it (Blattman & Miguel, 2010, 45):

The most robust empirical finding in the existing literature is that economic 
conditions– both low income levels and slow growth rates– contribute to the 
outbreak of civil wars and conflicts in less developed countries. This finding has 
found support at both the cross-country and micro levels, although the correct 
interpretation of these patterns in terms of underlying theoretical mechanisms 
remains contested.

Likewise, there is some evidence that economic development reduces the likelihood 
of coups (Schiel, 2019). There is also some evidence that capitalist institutions them-
selves (directly) contribute to intrastate peace both in terms of civil wars (de Soysa 
& Fjelde, 2010) and coups (Cox et al., 2019), irrespective of the level of economic 
development.

International-institutional/organizational peace theory

Potentially complementing the pacifying properties of democracy and commerce, 
international institutions and organizations represent the final part of the liberal triad. 
Liberal theory suggests that when international relations become more clearly insti-
tutionally structured, as they have in the second part of twentieth century, and again 
after the fall of communism in the 1990s, peace and cooperation should also become 
more likely. There are many potential mechanisms underpinning this hypothetical 
connection. They range from stronger material and normative incentives for peace 
between institutionally tied states, on the one hand, to much more frequent meet-
ings and easier, clearer communication, between leaders of institutionally embedded 
states, on the other. This latter trend could reduce uncertainty and misperception, 
or help build trust and personal ties among leaders, thus reducing the likelihood of 
stumbling into conflict.

Empirical research from the late 1990s and early 2000s has come to inconclusive 
results on the overall impact of international institutions and organizations. Review-
ing seven early studies, Pevehouse and Russett (2006) report that ‘[a] causal role 
of joint membership in international governmental organizations (IGOs) to violence 
reduction can appear strong, weak, or even negative depending on the database and 
statistical method.’ Their own research design (Pevehouse & Russett, 2006) reveals 
that only certain IGOs, those connecting democratic states, have pacifying proper-
ties. Reviewing an even broader set of existing evidence, Boehmer et al. (2004) also 
point out that studies ‘yield disparate conclusions depending on particular economet-
ric assumptions, implying variously that IGOs foster pacific relations among states, 
have no impact on dispute behavior, or even increase dispute propensity.’ Their own 
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research reveals that only some IGOs– those that have the highest capability and are 
strongly enforced– reduce conflicts. Bearce and Omori (2005) have also found sup-
port for the claim that certain, though not all, commercial institutions help with peace 
between nations. In a similar vein, Shannon (2009) finds that IOs encourage only 
one type of conflict management (namely, the multilateral type), even though in their 
charters they promote both bilateral and multilateral mechanisms. As she concludes, 
‘a number of IOs call for direct negotiations between members in their charters, [but] 
they do not broker bilateral cooperation over territorial disputes. However, peace bro-
kering institutions do play a role in the conflict management process by advocating 
third party diplomatic intervention.’ (Shannon, 2009, 160).

In contrast to Mearsheimer’s (1994) infamous critique of liberal institutionalism, 
existing empirical research clearly shows that at least some of the promise of at least 
some international institutions is not false. At the same time, the evidence is also clear 
that IOs are far from a unequivocal, singular, or even the most important, cause of 
contemporary peace.

The merits and demerits of a non-liberal account for the long and 
new peace

Bipolar/unipolar-hegemony peace theory

Like liberals, most of their critics admit of the long peace, but they are not convinced 
that liberal domestic factors were and are responsible for it. Instead, they look to 
the nature of the broader system of international relations to explain the unprec-
edented phenomenon. The realist scholars Waltz and Mearsheimer have argued that 
the (balanced) bipolar nature of the international system between 1945 and 1990, 
alongside nuclear weapons, has been principally responsible for the absence of both 
great-power and even just major interstate war in the core of the system. In contrast 
to multipolarity, bipolarity reduces the number of potential alliance groups, the like-
lihood of collective-action problems, power asymmetries, and miscalculation, thus 
reducing the likelihood of major war (Mearsheimer, 1990).

After 1990, when bipolarity ended, realists such as Mearsheimer had predicted 
in line with their theory that war will return to Europe. But because the system did 
not actually witness a return to the old precarious multipolar configuration of power, 
peace prevailed instead. The US emerged as a single superpower, and the ensuing 
‘unipolar moment’ has ostensibly maintained and deepened the long peace, even 
though the US itself has been responsible for several wars and bloody geopolitical 
interventions in this period. The realist reasoning is that if bipolarity is more stable 
and less war-prone than multipolarity, unipolarity should be even more so. From a 
realist perspective, the world has, for a moment at least, superseded perpetual anarchy 
to become supremely hierarchical. Under such conditions, peace– notwithstanding 
regions where the superpower itself intends to wage war for various reasons– should 
prevail.

The task of evaluating this alternative explanation is beset by a fundamental empir-
ical problem. Mearsheimer (1990, 18) himself admits that ‘[t]here are no empirical 
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studies that provide conclusive evidence of the effects of bipolarity and multipolar-
ity on the likelihood of war.’ Not only are there no studies that provide conclusive 
evidence, Mearsheimer also admits elsewhere (Hoffmann et al., 1990, 194) that what 
would be needed just to make a regular judgement call is a ‘comprehensive survey 
of history.’ But, he adds, ‘[s]ince we do not have such a survey, my argument– as I 
stated– was based largely on deduction.’ (Ibid., 194–195) So what, if anything, can 
be said for and against the realist account?

First, Mearsheimer’s (or Waltz’s) theoretical account of the pacifying effects of 
bipolarity in comparison with multipolarity is deductively plausible, although it is 
also contested (Lebow, 1994; Mearsheimer, 2007). Furthermore, there exist mathe-
matical models, such as Saperstein’s (1991), which formally corroborate the intuition 
that bipolarity is more stable than multipolarity, but these are also highly sensitive to 
theoretical assumptions.

However, second, while bipolarity could theoretically explain the absence of 
great-power war and even the relative absence of interstate wars during the Cold 
War, it does not account for the fact that (smaller and less deadly) civil conflicts 
actually increased in the same period. Would the two superpowers not want to– and 
be able to– prevent such conflicts within their zone of influence (instead of letting 
them multiply)? The liberal triad explanation can account for this by noting that these 
civil conflicts happened because they were mostly outside the reach of liberal factors 
(democracy, capitalism, and international institutions), even though they were a part 
of the bipolar system (the realist factor). Moreover, bipolarity cannot be the reason 
for the two preceding (albeit much shorter) instances of the long peace between 1815 
and 1853 (lasting for 38 years), and 1871 and 1914 (lasting for 43 years). The modern 
international system was, according to realists themselves, multipolar since its incep-
tion in 1648 and up to the beginning of the Cold War (Mearsheimer, 2007).

Third, bipolarity might nevertheless be a better candidate explanation than the lib-
eral triad for the long peace simply because the post-World War II East-West divide 
was not straddled by capitalism, democracy, and international institutions. The West 
was (mostly) capitalist and democratic, while the East was communist and authori-
tarian, yet relative peace still prevailed between the two regions. As such, the liberal 
triad is a plausible explanation only for the intra-west long peace and for the post-
1990 new peace.

Fourth, the realist claim that a unipolar system with only one clearly preponder-
ant great power cannot succumb to great-power war is beyond reproach. This is so 
virtually by tautology. However, during the unipolar moment we have not just been 
witnessing an absence of great-power war but a reduction in all kinds of violence. 
Was the pre-eminence of US military power really responsible for this? Fettweis 
(2017) has recently attempted to test whether, since the beginning of the unipolar 
moment, various measures of US power and regional presence coincide with differ-
ent manifestations of the new peace in different parts of the world. His conclusion is 
negative. As he concludes,

If indeed hegemonic stability exists, it does so without leaving much of a trace. 
Neither Washington’s spending, nor its interventions, nor its overall grand strat-
egy seem to matter much to the levels of armed conflict around the world (apart 
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from those wars that Uncle Sam starts). The empirical record does not contain 
strong reasons to believe that unipolarity and the New Peace are related. (Fett-
weis, 2017, 450)

Given all of this and given the combined empirical strength of (at least some ele-
ments of) the liberal triad, it seems likely that both the intra-West long peace and the 
later era of new peace are, to an important extent, underpinned by domestic structural 
changes. This means that the new peace should persist– even if, perhaps, in a some-
what diminished form– with the passing of the unipolar moment, at least as long as 
the (liberal) domestic social structures stay as they are. At the same time, bipolarity 
and nuclear weapons likely played an important part in the long peace at least when it 
comes to relations between the two opposing poles, although it is hard to use empiri-
cal evidence to say whether bipolarity does or does not have a pacifying effect.

Conclusion

Have violence and wars declined as human history progressed? There is no one sim-
ple answer to this question, which in part explains why the scholarly debate related to 
this overarching question has unproductively stalemated. As the paper has hopefully 
demonstrated, the question itself is underspecified and can assume multiple forms. 
If the question is, ‘Do state societies, on average, exhibit lower violent lethality (per 
100,000 people) than non-state societies?’, then the answer is yes. If the question is, 
‘Are there less relative war casualties in state societies than in the likely modal pre-
historical non-state society, that is, nomadic HGs?’, then the answer is no (although 
interpersonal violence in general seems to be higher in prehistoric bands than in 
modern states). ‘Did war emerge only with the creation of states and civilizations?’ 
The answer to this is no, war predates the appearance of first states and large-scale 
societies, and it had started spreading and becoming more intense already with early 
increases in population, pre-state complexification, and sedentism. If the question 
is, ‘Was human prehistory, for most of its duration, violent?’, then question again 
becomes underspecified. Prehistory was likely violent if we are talking about inter-
personal violence within nomadic HG bands, but at the same time, violence in the 
form of warfare between them was much rarer– although not necessarily completely 
absent either. ‘Have we seen additional declines in violence over the past centuries?’ 
We have with respect to interpersonal violence but not wars. Only over the past 70 
years, and especially past 30 years, has violence due to war dropped to historically 
low levels. It is still too soon to say with any reasonable degree of certainty whether 
this state of affairs will continue in the future, although there are reasons to think the 
long and new peace are not due solely to randomness and a contingent, fleeting con-
figuration of the balance of power.
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